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ABSTRACT 

Tokamak dust is an important contributor to the source 
term in ITER safety analyses. In this paper we present 
results of R&D at the INEEL to characterize tokamak 
dust, and which has been used to set safety limits on dust 
for ITER. We present the results of analysis of particulate 
collected from three operating tokamaks: DIII-D at 
General Atomics, TFTR at Princeton Plasma Physics 
Laboratory, and Alcator C-MOD at Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology, and analysis of particulate 
produced in SIRENS, a disruption simulator at North 
Carolina State University. Analyses done include 
characterization of particulate to produce particle size 
distributions, chemical analysis, and measurement of 
effective surface area. The safety limits on dust in ITER 
have evolved during the EDA as more data have become 
available. The safety limits specified in NSSR-2 
envelope the majority of the data, and provide 
conservatism to account for the uncertainty in 
extrapolation of the data to ITER. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Mobilization of tokamak particulate, commonly referred 
to as dust, is one of four methods through which 
activation products may be mobilized during an accident 
(others are oxidation-driven mobilization, vaporization of 
material by the plasma during a disruption, and 
mobilization of activated corrosion products). Tokamak 
dust is p rodud  primarily through sputtering and 
disruptions. There are important issues associated with 
tokamak dust including the radiological hazard (tritium and 
activation products), toxicity, and chemical reactivity.' 
The radiological and/or toxic hazard of the dust depends on 
how much is produced and how well the dust is confined. 
Confinement depends on the size of the dust. Particles 
larger than about 10 microns are not likely to be 
transported outside of the confinement? Chemical 
reactivity is also dependent on dust size, in particular, the 
effective surface area is important in determining chemical 
rea~tivity.~ The actual surface area of the dust can be very 
large, orders of magnitude larger than the geometric 
surface area based on the assumption of a spherical 
particle: 
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An important safety task during the ITER EDA has been 
to characterize and quantify tokamak dust. The primary 
plasma-facing materials in ITER are beryllium, carbon, 
and tungsten; characterization of particulate from these 
materials is particularly important. In addition, there may 
be minor contributions from materials such as stainless 
steel and copper from diagnostics or portions of the 
stainless steel first wall that do not have a coating. 

In this paper we will discuss the results of particle 
analysis from operating tokamaks and a disruption 
simulator, and show their characteristics relative to safety 
limits on dust specified in the Non-site Specific Safety 
Report - 2 (NSSR-2): 

II. BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

The method used to collect dust is extremely important, as 
the collection method can bias the size distribution of the 
dust sample collected. We developed a protocol for 
collection and analysis of particulate, with the intent of 
preserving the original size distribution.6 This method 
includes statistical treatment of the dust to ensure that the 
size distribution generated is representative of the sample 
collected. 

Most industrial aerosols have particle sizes that range over 
two or more orders of magnitude. The distribution that 
applies to most single-source aerosols is the lognormal 
distribution.' In our analysis of tokamak dust, we assume 
a lognormal distribution. 

We give a few definitions here to familiarize the reader 
with the lognormal distribution; details can be found in 
Carmack, et. a1.6 The lognormal distribution can be fully 
described by two parameters, the count median diameter 
(CMD, d5,,%), the diameter for which half (by count) of the 
particles are larger and half are smaller, and the geometric 
standard deviation. From these parameters, many other 
diameters can be calculated, for example the mean surface 
volume diameter (used to calculate specific surface area). 

We calculated specific surface areas using BET, a gas 
adsorption method!*' This method measures effective 
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surface areas, important in determining chemical reactivity 
potential. 

III. PARTICULATE FROM OPERATING TOKAMAKS 

We analyzed dust from three operating tokamaks: DIU-D 
at General Atomics,6 Alcator C-MOD at MIT? and TFTR 
at PPPL." We collected the dust from DIII-D, however 
the dust from C-MOD and TFTR was collected by the 
respective tokamak personnel. The C-MOD dust was 
collected for purposes other than particle size distribution 
analysis, and therefore the collection method used may not 
have preserved the actual size distribution, in particular, 
the smaller particulate (<-.15 pm). 

DIII-D and TFTR have graphite plasma-facing materials, 
and we would expect the dust collected from them to have 
similar characteristics. This is generally true expect that 
large flakes (millimeters in size) of dust were observed in 
TFlX dust samples collected from the MIRI windows at 
the bottom of the machine. These large flakes were not 
observed in DIII-D, however dust samples were not taken 
in DIII-D in locations comparable to the MIRI windows, 
and it is possible these flakes might exist in DIII-D. 
Figures 1-3 show photographs of dust samples from DIII- 
D and TFTR. All three photographs show irregularly 
shaped particles. Figure 3 is different from the other two 
in that large flakes are present. Because the MIFU 
windows are located at the bottom of the tokamak, it is 
not surprising that large flakes would settle there, rather 
than on a higher, plasma-facing surface. Note that 
although by mass these large flakes are significant, by 
count they are not (there are not a large number of them 
relative to the number of smaller particles). 
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Fig 
filter sample at 200x magnification. 

m ~~ 

ure 2. Optical microscope photograph of TF 

Figure 3.  Optical microscope photograph of TFTR 
MIRI window sample at 200x magnification. 

A major difference between C-MOD and the other two 
tokamaks, DDI-D and TFTR, is that the plasma-facing 
material in C-MOD is primarily molybdenum. Figure 4 
shows a photograph of a C-MOD sample. In this 
particular photograph, spherical-shaped particulate is 
present. Although most of the particulate (by volume) 
collected from C-MOD was boron in composition, 
spherical particles composed of molybdenum were also 
observed. We believe that metallic dust produced in 
tokamaks through vaporization and subsequent 
condensation is primarily spherical in shape. This is 
supported by observations in the SIRENS plasma 
disruption simulator as discussed in the following section. 
The boron particulate in C-MOD was irregularly shaped, 
similar to the graphite particulate observed in DID-D and 
TFTR. 
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Figure 4. C-MOD SEM photo of particles at 10,000~ 
magnification. 

Particle size distributions were similar for DIII-D, TFTR, 
and C-MOD (for samples processed such that results were 
considered representative of dust collected), shown in 
Table 1. 

Table 1. Particle size distributions for C-MOD, DIED, 

The specific surface areas of the tokamak dusts measured 
using the BET method are shown in Table 2. Note that 
the non-metal dust has a much larger specific surface area 
than the metal dust. This is due to the irregular shape of 
the dust and the surface-connected porosity present in the 
samples. 

Table 2. Specific surface area for dust samples from C- 
MOD, DIII-D, and TFTR. 
Tokamak Specific Surface Area (g/m2) 
C-MOD 0.77" 
DII-D 2.44 a,b 

a Only one sample was analyzed for specific surface area 
TFTR 0.82-26.5 

Non-metal component of sample 
Samples from various locations were analyzed 

IV. PARTICULATE FROM THE SIRENS 
DISRUPTION SIMULATOR 

Information from plasma guns is necessary for 
extrapolation to larger machines and to gain insight on 
disruption vs. erosion produced dust. Experiments at 
North Carolina State University's SIRENS plasma 
disruption simulator have characterized particulate from 
copper, 316 stainless steel, tungsten, and aluminum (to 
simulate beryllium."~'* SIRENS is an electrothermal 
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plasma source that was modified to study disruption- 
induced aerosol mobilization for ITER relevant 
materials. 13, 

Metallic particulate was generally spherical in shape, as 
evidenced by representative photographs shown in Figure 
5 (316SS) and Figure 6 (tungsten). The particulate 
produced in these experiments was generated from 
condensation or deposition of vaporized surface material 
(indicated by very small particulate), and ablation of the 
melt layer (indicated by large particulate). Table 3 shows 
the particle size distributions for the various materials 
tested in SIRENS. The protocol described in Carmack, et. 
a1,6 was used for particle size distribution analysis. 

Figure 5. SEM photograph of 316SS particulate 
produced in the SIRENS disruption simulator. 

Figure 6. SEM phc-Jgraph of tungsten particulate 
produced in the SIRENS disruption simulator. 

V. NSSR-2 SAFETY LIMITS 

The baseline dust size specification for NSSR-2,5 set to 
envelope the majority of the size distributions of the dust 
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collected from operating tokamaks and plasma disruption 
simulators, is given as a log normal distribution 
(consistent with tokamak dust that has been characterized), 
with a CMD of 0.5 pm and a GSD of 2. Figure 5 shows 
the NSSR-2 dust size distribution and dust sizes collected 
in C-MOD, DIII-D, TFTR, and SIRENS. With the 
exception of two of the tungsten samples from SIRENS, 
the specification envelopes all of these data. The dust size 
distribution is used when calculating transport of dust 
during an accident sequence. 

Table 3. Particle size distributions for particulate 

Material 

1.7-2.3 

There is a “Chemical Reactivity Shape Factor (CRSF)” 
specified in NSSR-2, that accounts for the difference in 
the actual surface area of ITER dust relative to the 
theoretical value assuming fully dense, spherical particles. 
For metals, the CRSF=2, and for carbon CRSF=20.’ 
Figure 6 shows the specific surface area (SSA) for the dust 
collected from C-MOD, DIII-D (the non-metal component 
of the dust), and TFTR, relative to the NSSR-2 
specifications. Also plotted are the measured SSAs of 
crushed graphite and centrifugally atomized stainless steel 
particulate, and the theoretical SSAs for stainless steel and 
graphite. Note that these specific surface areas are plotted 
versus the mean surface volume diameter which is related 
to the specific surface area through the equation: 
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6 As =- 
4 s  P 

where d, is the mean surface volume diameter of the 
distribution, and p is the density of the material. 

The carbon dust specification is conservative relative to 
the measured specific surface areas of the C-MOD (which 
is primarily non-metal due to the large boron content), 
DIII-D, and TFTR dust. There are no metal tokamak dust 
data with which to compare the metal CRSF 
specification. We hope to analyze dust from a tokamak 
such as ASDEX, that has some metal plasma facing 
surfaces (ASDEX has some tungsten plasma facing 
surfaces). In addition, preliminary examination of dust 
recently collected from C-MOD indicates a larger metal 
component than the dust previously analyzed. The 
specification is conservative relative to the SSA of the 
centrifugally atomized 3 16SS particulate. 

VI. SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK 

We have presented a summary of dust analyses, including 
dust from operating tokamaks (C-MOD, DIII-D, TFTR) 
and from a plasma disruption simulator (SIRENS). Dust 
sizes were all in the range of 0.3 to 3.0 pm (CMD) with 
GSDs ranging from 1.6 to 3.6. NSSR-2 size 
specifications enveloped all of the tokamak measurements, 
and all but two of the tungsten sample size distributions 
from SIRENS. The CRSF specified for carbon materials 
in NSSR-2 envelopes the SSAs measured for C-MOD, 

0.1 
Figure 5. Tokamak dust data used to specify values used in ITER safety analysis. 
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Figure 6. The specific surface area of the dust can be orders of magnitude higher than the surface area based on fully-dense, 
spherical particles. 

DIII, and "FIR as well as various crushed graphites. The 
CRSF specified for metals is conservative relative to 
centrifugally-produced 3 16SS dust, however more analysis 
is necessary to confirm that it is conservative relative to 
metallic dust produced in a tokamak. 

We pjan a modeling effort to support extrapolation of our 
existing dust knowledge to ITER-like conditions. This 
modeling will include mobilization of dust in a tokamak. 
In addition, experiments with mixed materials are planned 
for SIRENS. We hope to analyze dust from a tokamak 
such as ASDEX, that has metal plasma-facing surfaces. 
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